This story, see page 3.

Linda are to blame. See page 3.

The administration has won an important victory for students, who finance their college education with federal aid. Despite a well-publicized string of failures by the banking industry and other private lenders, the House Education Committee has agreed in principle to a new formula that student loan interest rates should be indexed. Student loan interest rates now average at about 7.8%. After July 1, a new formula is scheduled to go into effect that will reduce interest rates to an average of 7.7%. Student loan interest rates will remain significant with this new program.

To support lenders, the House Administration Committee has agreed that, while implementing an interesting formula for the new students, it must also create new student loan interest rates at a substantial taxpayer expense. The new rate will amount at about $1.7 billion over five years.

There are many other changes that are proposed for student aid that could be beneficial if they minimize the impact on the future of the country. To the education, it is more important than a lot of the national leaders have pointed out the most significant change that would be to reform the student aid program, and create a new system that would be more fair to all students.
Our computers pull all-nighters, every night.

Don't stress over the 8 a.m. deadline. At Kinko's, you can conduct research for your term paper using Internet access or add finishing touches, like color, to your project, using one of our many computer workstations.
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M Join us for the first ever Campus Community Building Program.

Put It on the Board! The Cultura Building Board is a weekly special open to
design of all student organizations and University departments and groups. Deadline
for submission is the Thursday before publication date. Open discussions are given to outside organizations and is an 8x16 size, free to any group. (Does not apply to current or previous ads.)
To place your ad, call: 535-8786 or 538-3131, ext. 2455. All listings use 55 pixels unless otherwise indicated.

St. Louis University, April 29

Dr. Charles E. Beckman, Professor of Latin American Studies and Anthropology at the University of Florida speaks about "Community Management and Natural Resources and Conservation of the Amazon Basin and its major sub-basins."艰苦的。 sponsored by the Center for International Studies and the International Center for Tropical Ecology. Contact: Bob Baumharkel. 5798.

Wednesday, April 29

Donut Day be the Women's Center for complimentary donuts and coffee and meet the staff of the Women's Center from noon until 2 p.m. in 211/212 Clark Hall. Contact: The Women's Center, 5380.

Student Volunteer Omen Service for Human Rights Trip Presentation (Etats-Unis, Mexico) and other elections from 12 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. in SBC 206. Everyone is welcome. Contact: 5606.

Friday, May 1

"Medium-Mediated Interactions: Simple Consciousness Entangled in Solution" is a colloquium given by Dr. Daniel Spilka from the Department of Physics at Illinois Wesleyan University. Bloomington Illinois at 3:00 p.m. in 328 Benton Hall with coffee and cookies at 2:30 p.m. in the Physics Library.

Monday, May 4

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Students for Change Meeting at 4 p.m. in 441 Staller Hall. Contact: Erin Schmink, Professor of Latin American Studies and Anthropology at the University of Florida speaks about "Community Management and Natural Resources Conservation of the Amazon Basin and its major sub-basins."艰苦的。 sponsored by the Center for International Studies and the International Center for Tropical Ecology. Contact: Bob Baumharkel. 5798.

Wednesday, April 26

Wacky Wamoons Paintball: It's free. Due leaves UML at 8:30 a.m. and returns at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and Rec Sports. Contact: 535-8786 or 538-3131. ext. 2455.

Steve Smith, visual artist, will present a lecture at 1 p.m. in the J.C. Penney Auditorium with a performance by the Afro-Juan Ensemble. This event is free with valid UML student, I.D. or $5.00 in advance or $7.00 at the door. Contact: Bob Blasenbaum, 644-0289.

Monday, April 27

Rethinking Women's Movements: Anjali Pahade, assistant professor in the Department of Historical Studies, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville. Talks about her ongoing research on grassroots women's activism in the 1980's and '90s at 12 p.m in 229 J.C. Penney. Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699.

Department of Physics and the Center for Neurodynamics colloquium "Sensory Acquisition and Pain Capture Behavior: Neuronal Response" given by Dr. Mark Nelson, from the Department of Physiology and Biophysics of the University of Illinois, Urbana, at 3:00 p.m. in 328 Benton Hall with coffee and cookies at 2:30 p.m. in the Physics Library.

Saturday, April 25

Basin Fir First course from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Mark Twain Building. Fee is $5.00. Contact: Rec Sports, 5328.

Tuesday, April 28

International Seminar: Dr. Marilena G. Schirmann, Professor of Latin American Studies and Anthropology at the University of Florida speaks about "Community Management and Natural Resources Conservation of the Amazon Basin and its major sub-basins."艰苦的。 sponsored by the Center for International Studies and the International Center for Tropical Ecology. Contact: Bob Baumharkel. 5798.
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Nursing administration takes heat for dismissal

by Bill Hulfe staff writer

Next editor in chief of The Current wants paper to be part of students' lives

Chair from page 1

Create opportunities for disadvantaged youth and improve the quality of life for people who live here, Steel said. The program has been involved in the formation of several endowed professorships in the past. Among them, University of Missouri-St. Louis has worked in collaboration with the Missouri Botanical Gardens, Saint Louis Art Museum, Opera Theater of St. Louis, St. Louis Science Museum, Saint Louis Zoo, and Saint Louis Zoo. As written in an overview of St. Louis' Collaborative Vision, "Don't let's believe that education...
The Current
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FGA election: visibility gains

The Ember 2000 Saint Louis, MO 63121

Fax (314) 516-6811

E-mail current@umsl.edu

Call

Postal address: 15 North Gravois Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63103

The Issue:

The faculty and students who released a survey say it was designed "to contest a number of issues that UM-St. Louis needs to address in order to prepare for the future.

We suggest:

The council should stop playing political games and quit grandstanding and start looking toward more constructive compromises.

So what do you think?

Let us hear from you on this or any issue in a letter to the editor.

Student clears her name from derogatory editorial

Editor's Note: Following publication of an editorial in last week's issue, the Campus Chronicle received many letters and phone calls from students claiming that the student featured in the editorial had been wronged. The Chronicle decided to print this letter in order to present both sides of the story.

Shelly Finn

Editor's Note: Following publication of an editorial in last week's issue, the Campus Chronicle received many letters and phone calls from students claiming that the student featured in the editorial had been wronged. The Chronicle decided to print this letter in order to present both sides of the story.

69 Nova was missed artistic opportunity for UM-St. Louis

The article titled "Spending the 'Vernacular'" (April 13) forced me to think about missed opportunities. The Nova program has been a great opportunity for UM-St. Louis, and even more so for students who have been involved in it. However, there is a concern about whether the Nova program has been as successful as it could have been. The program has been criticized for not having enough participation from students and for not being well marketed.

The Takeaway

Our Opinion

Des' dollars yield high political returns

As you may have guessed, you ll be reading a lot of material about the nascent community. Collaboration and Public Policy. Of course, it's understandable if you don't take to the stories in leftist or leftist-leaning sources, as you do not need a political philosophy to know that is it simply not the American way. All the same, the stories tend to be those the leftmost organizations like the Progressives, who are generally associated with the Democratic party, and the Center for American Progress, which is generally associated with the Republican party.

But as we see the political realities of those three. The periphery political needs become the real story. Many of the stories are not about who gets their way, but about who gets the money. The low-level political needs are the ones that are most important to the politicians, and these are the ones that the politicians are most concerned about.

For example, the community relations director at UM-St. Louis, who has been known to use her position to influence the hiring of students, is a prime example of this. Her influence is not about who gets into a particular course, but about who gets the money. And this is not an isolated example. The community relations directors at other universities are also known to use their positions to influence the hiring of students.

Of course, this is not to say that the stories are not important. They are. But they are not the stories that are most important to the politicians. The low-level stories are the ones that are most important to the politicians, and these are the ones that the politicians are most concerned about.

The Takeaway

Our Opinion

The Spring 2000 Saint Louis, MO 63121

Fax (314) 516-5174

The Issue:

The faculty and students who released a survey say it was designed "to contest a number of issues that UM-St. Louis needs to address in order to prepare for the future.

We suggest:

The council should stop playing political games and quit grandstanding and start looking toward more constructive compromises.

So what do you think?

Let us hear from you on this or any issue in a letter to the editor.

Reader Response
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On Wednesday parking. Let it be turned into a crash course from 10 a.m. to noon for 500 U.S. St. Louis students. What’s that? You’re not there? That’s right. Student Activities, Horizon Pepsi Enterprises, University Police and the National Council for Alcohol and Drug Abuse are sponsoring the Dodge/Pyro300 Newo Drain Driving Simulator car as part of the Moravian festivities. The simulator car is equipped with an onboard computer that can be programmed to simulate the reactions of alcohol- and drug-impaired drivers involved in reaction-reaction reaction-reaction reaction reaction-interaction. This can make a sober driver experience the loss of physical coordination that results from drinking alcohol. However, the course is designed so that no one will be hurt, thereby reducing the danger associated with drunk driving. The course is designed to fit inside a 150-ft. by 200-ft.

by Becky Richardson
staff writer

LOCAL AUTHOR CELEBRATES ST. LOUIS, HER CONNECTION TO IT IN NEW BOOK

Troy Hachmeister author of "The Bear is Dead"

From the people she met in Arkansas, Troy decided to further her education about moving from her island to a south­

awareness. The same holds true in the case of auto-related fatalities. When me meet, we discuss and make a plan to take

on the first lap. However, the simulator can be programmed to simulate the reactions of alcohol- and

to the course. The computer is not activated on the first lap. However, the simulator can be programmed to simulate the reactions of alcohol- and drug-impaired drivers involved in reaction-reaction reaction-reaction reaction reaction-interaction. This can make a sober driver experience the loss of physical coordination that results from drinking alcohol. However, the course is designed so that no one will be hurt, thereby reducing the danger associated with drunk driving. The course is designed to fit inside a 150-ft. by 200-ft.
Come Witness

FASHION EXTRAVAGANZA

University Programming Board is hosting its first ever Fashion Show. There will be live entertainment, door prizes, food, AND MORE

The Before       Come See       The After

And

When?        Sat., April 25, 1998
Where?       UM-St. Louis Summit Lounge
Time?        7:30 p.m.

For more information please call Shawntee Watkins or a member of UPB at 516-5531
Blaire keeps it up on his tor-

Eric is a good ball player," said Riverwomen coach Jim Brady. "We have a good offense and we are getting off to a good start." But on the other hand, the team is struggling with their pitching. "Eric is a good hitter," said pitcher Diane Mooney. "We have a good defense and we are getting off to a good start." But on the other hand, the team is struggling with their offense and batting average.

The game was fun and the players played well, but the team still needs to work on their defense and pitching to improve their performance. The game was also fun and the players played well, but the team still needs to work on their defense and pitching to improve their performance. The game was fun and the players played well, but the team still needs to work on their defense and pitching to improve their performance. The game was fun and the players played well, but the team still needs to work on their defense and pitching to improve their performance.
Women share ideas, discuss issues of the male-dominated workplace

by Bill Rollers

Shelled with gender barriers and overcoming was the topic of "Successful Women in the Male-Dominated Work Environment," recently sponsored by the Office of Equal Opportunity.

Members of the panel discussed topics such as sexual harassment and women in politics with an audience of about 150 people, which was a male-dominated group.

The first panelist was Beverly Noble-Barnes, commander of the 8th District of the St. Louis Police Department, and Betty Van Uum, assistant to the chancellor for Public Affairs and chairwoman of the Board of Commissioners for the St. Louis Development Agency, Susan Barchet, associate professor in the School of Business Administration, moderated the discussion.

Noble-Barnes, the first woman and a African-American to command the 4th District, said for women to challenge women in the workplace, "they have to be among their peers - the male officers - they feel they have proven themselves - that they can do the job just as well as the man does."

When separate women from races in the police department, Noble-Barnes said, "we don't feel that we have to go out and fight in a physical fight."".

She said she relies on her mental strengths to fight equations in the work place.

But sometimes relying on her own means isn't enough. "I have formed our own female support groups where we can talk such either when we are upset and we want to talk," Noble-Barnes said.

Though sexual harassment is not something that she can get used to, Noble-Barnes said she uses it every day. She said when she was starting out in her career she wouldn't report sexual harassment because she feared she would not be allowed to advance. "I chose in my time to handle it," Noble-Barnes said.

"I don't encourage women to handle it, I encourage them to report it." However, the women at the workplace is about power. One thing people do is to reduce the amount of sexual harassment in order to "negotiate the workplace at the top," Van Uum said. She explained that having more women managers will lessen the problem of harassment. In recent years, people have become more conscious of harassment in the work environment, Van Uum said.

"I would grant there has been a decrease in sexual harassment and an increase in awareness... As women have entered the work force, I think there has been less sexual harassment because there is less tolerance," Van Uum said.

With the trend of more women gaining management positions, more women are seeking political roles. Van Uum was the first woman to be elected to the St. Louis County Council. She pointed out that a woman would be the one to get with the next three elections, and said that past women who went on the ballot were not ambitious. However, she does have hope for the future.

"I think the optimism of generations of women is very different," she said.

But added, "It is the culture that has changed and people accept women in office."

Both Van Uum and Noble-Barnes paused to advise for the new, seasoned generation of women.

"Women what they need is to be prepared to be asked to handle and to put themselves on the line," Van Uum said.

As women have entered the workforce, I think there has been less sexual harassment because there is less tolerance.

Betty Van Uum assistant to the chancellor

---

You Are Not Alone.

A member of the tennis team approaches the net in practice early in the season. The team is the best in the GLVC tournament, but was unseeded last year.

With the team number one and number two doubles, the team was very solid. Van Uum was number one, then four and singles.

With the GLVC tournament looming in the near future, the team manager planned to move to less club in the year to Southern Illinois University.

"When we win," said, "I don't think about being upset from again." Conard said, "We will play this game around.

GLVC from page 3

We have improved," Conard said.

"The players put in the time, so the girls are doing the work and we have to improve," she said. We can build our lineup. We have to improve. We can do that by taking their practice hard. They need to work hard and I believe that they can do it."

The team number one and number two doubles, the team was very solid. Van Uum was number one, then four and singles.

With the GLVC tournament looming in the near future, the team manager planned to move to less club in the year to Southern Illinois University.

"When we win," said, "I don't think about being upset from again." Conard said, "We will play this game around."

Just $19 with this ad:

The Current

April 20, 1998

How to cram for summer.

It's a great way to store everything for the summer. Just bring your stuff to our nearby Public Storage Pick-Up & Delivery facility and fill your own container. You pack it. You lock it. You keep the key. We'll store the container for you. It's the most improve way to store this summer from Public Storage Pick-Up & Delivery America's self-storage leader.

Drive a little. Save a lot.

BRIDGEPTON

1381 Coroporate Woods Trail
(2 miles South of 70, on South City Expressway)
314-770-9400

Or call 524-7878

*Some restrictions apply. Please see the ad for specific prices. Must show student ID. City Expressway not included. Discount does not apply to Self Storage. Unit size needed may vary. Unit size is based on customer's needs.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Don't Get Your Account Squeezed because you forgot to use all your allotted $$$.

Recruit New Members, Promote an event
Advertise In The Current 516-5316
Attention! HEALTHY NON-SMOKING MALES AGE 18-45

$400 CASH BONUS toward purchase or lease!

If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, on no medication, with no current health problems, of a normal height/weight ratio, and are available for 24-48 hours a week at our facility, you can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drug studies. FDA approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people have participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn $400, call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.

GATEWAY MEDICAL RESEARCH, INC.
1667 S. RANDOLPH STREET
ST. CHARLES, MO 63301